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Agenda 

● Plant protection products vs pharmaceuticals

● Bringing products to the market

● Toxicology – past and present

● In silico – where does it fit? What are our challenges?

● DARTable genome

● Workflows to enable mechanistic toxicology

- SYNTOX tool

- Cell line selection

- Quantitative AOP generation
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What is a Plant Protection Product?

• control weeds that 
compete with crops for 
light and nutrients

Herbicides 

• control pests which 
reduce yields by 
damaging crops

Insecticides 

• prevent and cure fungal 
disease

Fungicides
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Plant Protection Products (PPP) and Pharmaceuticals -
similarities

Hit 
discovery

Single 
specific 

MoA

Similar 
target 

binding 
sites

High 
affinity for 
target site

Chemistry

Common 
research 
paradigm
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Chemical Space – dispelling the myth?

Alves et al, Food Chem Toxicol. 2018 February ; 112: 526–534. doi:10.1016/j.fct.2017.04.008

Chemical space of investigated 

compounds defined by ClogP and MW

Chemical space of investigated 
compounds in barycentric coordinates 
obtained from 2D DRAGON descriptors. 
Shadowed area represent the chemical 
space occupied by compounds from 
datasets used to generate current toxicity 
QSAR models
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Plant Protection Products and Pharmaceuticals - differences

Efficacy testing

Species Selectivity ?

Pharmaceutical Plant Protection Product

Target Species
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Bringing new products to the market has become a multi-
faceted challenge…

Environmental exposure and 
ecotoxicology

Human Toxicity

Potency

Selectivity

Physical/metabolic stability

Uptake/movement

Operator exposure & safety

Consumer exposure &safety
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Mammalian Toxicology Knowledge Required
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Plant Protection Product R&D: A Traditional View of the R&D 
Pipeline

Lead 
Identification

Hit to Lead
Lead 

Exploration
Lead 

Optimisation
Evaluation Development PLCM

Research Development

Toxicology is here!

New Chemical inputs

BiologyChemistry
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How has this traditional view changed in recent years?

Challenges 
to consider 
in design

Causes of 
historic
attrition

New and 
Updated 

Regulations

Changing & 
more 

conservative 
regulatory 
practice Shift towards 

animal free 
assessments

Societal 
demand for 

more 
Sustainable 
agriculture
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Plant Protection Product R&D: The reality of a modern R&D 
Pipeline

Lead 
Identification

Hit to Lead
Lead 

Exploration
Lead 

Optimisation
Evaluation Development PLCM

Research Development

New Chemical inputs

Toxicology is here…..and here……and here……and here
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Three Phases Prior to Development

Setting Direction

Identify key issue(s) to aid 
selection of most favourable areas

Assessing many projects and/or 
chemical series

Develop tools to enable 
optimisation

Designing the Candidate

Design and selection of 
candidates with best balance of 
properties

Assessing many examples in a 
series

Predicting Regulatory Outcome

Understand risks of progression 
to inform decision making

Characterising a few compounds

Risk assessments and cut-offs

Increasing precision required
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How can we predict toxicity earlier? Developing Adverse 
Outcome Pathways

Exposure

Features that change with chemistry Features that change with biology
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Setting Direction – Developmental Toxicity

In vivo Dev Tox 
Study 

In vitro studies 
for exposure and 

potency

In silico 
predictions

Hypothesis Generation

Amenable to DSTA cycles 

Compound 1 Compound 2

Compound 3 Compound 4
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In vivo Acute tox 
Study 

In vitro studies for 
exposure and potency

In silico predictions

Setting Direction – Acute Toxicity

Amenable to DSTA cycles 

Inputs to model are either in vitro measurements or 
categorical predictions from QSAR models
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Designing the Candidate

Potency

Selectivity Resistance

Human safety

Environmental safety
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Predicting Regulatory Outcomes: 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate 
dioxygenase (HPPD) Inhibitors

• Discovered for herbicidal use in ~1980 (13 in class; 1 pharma)

• HPPD inhibitors are capable of binding & inhibiting HPPD in 
rat, mouse and human (and plants!)

• Dose dependent increases in whole blood tyrosine are 
observed 

• Tyrosine is the toxicophore – clear, consistent spectrum of 
toxicities associated with elevated tyrosine
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The mechanistic PK-PD modelling approach for HPPD 
inhibitors

HPPDi 𝐼
(slow/tight binding, 

𝒌𝒐𝒏, 𝒌𝒐𝒇𝒇)

Gut: 𝑋𝑔 𝑡 (amount)

𝑘𝑎 ℎ−1 absorption rate 

𝐷0 Dose (amount) 

𝑘12 ℎ−1

𝑘21 ℎ−1

𝑘𝑒𝑙 ℎ−1 elimination rate 

𝑇𝑌𝑅 plasma Tyrosine

TYR generation 

𝑅𝑠𝑦𝑛

𝐾𝐻𝑃𝑃𝐴

Excretion (as 

phenolic products)

Metabolism (HGA)

HPPD

HPPA
TAT

𝐾𝑑𝑒𝑔

𝐻𝑃𝑃𝐷𝑠𝑦𝑛

𝐾𝑇𝑌𝑅

Slow decay (mostly reabsorbed)

AI pharmacokinetics

Single dose in vivo

TYR dynamics

Parameterised via 

literature and in house 

data

Link

In vitro derived values

• Predict thresholds of concern 
on repeat dosing

• Explore species differences

• Extend PK to PBPK to allow

• organ level exposure

• species to species 
extrapolation

• Develop in silico inputs 
for model (ADME and in 
vitro binding)
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Summary so far……

Setting Direction

Designing the Candidate

Predicting Regulatory Outcome
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How can we predict toxicity earlier? Developing Adverse 
Outcome Pathways

Exposure

Pesticidal targets

What else?

NAMs that help de-risk critical design challenges during R&D

NAMs that meet  future regulatory need
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EPA 2035 Challenge: iterative exploration of NAMs to meet 
their regulatory needs
September 2019 - a directive to prioritize EPA’s efforts to reduce animal testing including reducing mammal study 

requests and funding 30 percent by 2025 and eliminating them by 2035. ……….the Agency will continue to rely on the 

development and application of new approach methodologies (NAMs), which refer to any technology, methodology, 

approach, or combination that can provide information on chemical hazard and risk assessment to avoid the use of animal 

testing.
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What are our biggest challenges in deploying these new 
approaches?

Access to data to form hypotheses, build models, identify 
gaps and develop alternative approaches

Time to find, collate and interpret data

Continuing to build our own confidence in these 
approaches

Acceptance of approaches (situational)
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What is the 
DARTable genome?

The subset of the genome 
that, when perturbed,
results in a developmental
or reproductive effect.

The Genome

The 

“DARTable

genome”
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What is the 
DARTable
genome?

DARTable gene products might be direct targets of 
exogenous toxicants 

DARTable gene products might have their abundance 
changed or activity altered

• in response to a chemical treatment or genetic alteration that results in  
a DART effect

So the “DARTable genome hypothesis” represents the 
comprehensive set of MIE and transcript/proteomic 
biomarkers for DART effects

The Genome

Biomarkers / 

Key Events

Molecular initiating 

events
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How to identify the DARTable genome?

Known chemically-induced toxicity Unknown chemically-induced toxicity

Known MIE

The proteins that are known to 

mediate the adverse effects of 

known chemicals… 

We curated a list of 58 MIEs 

(expands to 122 genes) based on 

our historic experiences

The proteins we that might

mediate the DART effects of 

chemicals if they interact with 

them…

Identify suitable proteins from 

public databases using bio-

informatics approaches

Unknown MIE

The proteins we are unaware of

that mediate the adverse effects of 

known chemicals… 

Mine the historic data properly! 

Perform investigative experiments.
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The “known knowns” DARTable genome-based models have good predictive value

● We used published models (Mervin et 

al, 2015) developed ChEMBL data and 

an FDA test set of dev tox results to 

compared with other modelling 

approaches (e.g. DEREK Nexus, 

Wu et al, 2013 decision tree), 

● we found 

- similar sensitivity and

- improved negative predictivity 

and sensitivity 

Wu S, Fisher J, Naciff J, Laufersweiler M, Lester C, Daston G, Blackburn K. Framework for identifying chemicals with structural features 

associated with the potential to act as developmental or reproductive toxicants. Chem Res Toxicol. 2013 Dec 16;26(12):1840-61. 

Mervin LH, Afzal AM, Drakakis G, Lewis R, Engkvist O, Bender A. Target prediction utilising negative bioactivity data covering large 

chemical space. J Cheminform. 2015 Oct 24;7:51
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How to identify the DARTable genome?  #2

Models built on the “known knowns” have good predictive value: 
provides confidence that the properties of these genes may 
be predictive of other “DARTable genes”

➢protein is associated with pathways known to be important in 
development

➢expressed during development

➢Knock out (in rats, Zebrafish, C. elegans, Drosophila) or mutations (in 
humans) can cause developmental defects

➢Chemicals that bind with high affinity to a target also cause consistent 
developmental defects within a species (in humans, rodents, rabbits, 
Zebrafish, C. elegans, Drosophila) 
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Initial exploration of public datasets: How big is the DARTable

genome?

Analysis of connections between genes and developmental phenotypes in knock-out mice

➢ Can network analysis tools help us prioritise the key genes to include?

5402 genes
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Can we identify DARTable gene responses from omics 
signatures?

Test compounds 
from project

Generation of 
bioactivity profile 
signature in vitro

Comparison with 
known bioactivity 

signature of 
reference 

compounds

Hypotheses of guilt 
by association 

Follow up studies to 
specifically test 
these hypothesis
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Evaluation of in vitro high-throughput transcriptomics (L1000) 
data as an early screen for potential to perturb the DARTable
genome

CSAA535232 response is correlated with mycophenolic acid

Anti-correlated with MG-132/MG-262 & Knockdown of PSMD1 

– both proteasome inhibitors and a proteasome component

• Mycophenolic acid inhibits de novo purine biosynthesis via 

Inosine-5′-monophosphate dehydrogenase (IMPDH) inhibition

✓ IMPDH2 KO mice are embryonic lethal

• CSAA535232 is leflunomide a Dihydroorotate dehydrogenase 

(DHOD) inhibitor, and rodent teratogen

❑ DHOD KO mice are embryonic lethal

• Both purine/pyrimidine synthesis gives similar response, 

but anti-correlated with inhibition of proteostasis
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Initial exploration of public datasets

How big is the DARTable genome?

Analysis of connections between genes and 

developmental phenotypes in knock-out mice

What fraction of the DARTable genome is 

known to be influenced by chemicals?

Polypharmacology in ESCAPE DB

L1000 compound profile similarity by MOA
5402

<40%
What fraction of the DARTable genome 

can we measure in vitro responses for?

<15%
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Learnings

High content in vitro data can provide information  about mechanistic hypotheses based on 
similarity to other perturbations

• Provided there are suitable example chemical or gene knockdown perturbations in the reference database

• But some (most) mechanisms are not available at the moment!

Additional experimentation to identify MIEs is essential 

• Bioactivity signatures are not specific to a particular MIE but represent the cellular response that may be common to 
groups of MIEs

• Bioactivity measurements are likely to generate several MIE hypotheses 

Questions

•What are the best technologies to use to generate bioactivity signatures?
•What are the best methods for generating bioactivity signatures?
•Can we infer mechanisms from a combination of in silico fingerprint and in vitro bioactivity data?
•Can we collectively enhance the collection of relevant signatures?
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Do we need to predict everything?

A question of prioritisation:

• Analysis of our DART studies since 
2007 demonstrates typically 3-5 
reproducible malformations per 
MOA/chemical class causing defects

• Can we share data to compile a 
definitive list of defects caused by 
chemicals in rodent preclinical 
studies?

• Can we identify potential MIEs that 
might cause these effects?
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Build the DARTable genome and tools to explore it from 
observed phenotypes

Focused set of 

phenotypes

Gene 

targets

Protein 

targets

Set of chemicals that 

interact with protein targets

Orderable Chemically diverse subset-

Library of chemicals that interact with 

protein targets

Set of Cell lines that express 

the target genes
Chemicals Set of “reference signatures”

New 

chemicals
Set of “test signatures”

1 2
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Collaboration with Edelweiss Connect to create the Syntox tool 
– hypothetical MIE identification from phenotypes
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Syntox Methodology – web-based tool leveraging public databases to explore 
potential MIEs for a user-defined specific (set of) phenotype(s) 
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Example use case exploring drivers for the phenotype 
“omphalocele”: can explore the known biology to focus on 
specific targets of interest 
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In addition to data-driven Targets bioinformatic analysis can identify 
mechanistic hypothesis to enrich the Targets of interest lists.
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Selection of suitable cell lines to test DARTable genome 
Targets of Interest identified via Syntox

Extracting genes and cell lines of 

interest from Human Expression Atlas 

Dataset 

Targets of interest are in Expression 

Atlas
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The workflow identifies RD and OVCAR-3 cells as the core 
cell lines that express targets of interest for the DARTable
genome. 

Pipeline to select the best set of cell 

lines for the target of interest list Cell line selection

0 10 20 30 40

A549

ACHN

Hep G2

MCF7

OVCAR-3

RD

THP-1

Cell lines

expr > Average max value
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Data Sources-

Where are the reliable 

sources?

Protein 

(P) 

Teratogenic 

process (R)

has binding affinity

has_role: test substance

has Cmax, AUC, 

steady state concentration, 

has bioanalysis result

Applied 

dosage 

(A)

has value = A mg test substance/kg BW.d

has route = dietary, oral gavage, etc

has_role: test species

Inheres in

Results in

Abnormal 

developmental 

phenotype (D)

Results in

has description 

SpeciesPart of

Chemical 

(C)

Systemic 

Dose (Ss)

qAOPs as a data integration challenge: finding the MIE is only the start

is Trigger for Realisation of 

teratogenic process when

S ≥T 

Target 

Dose (S)
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Toxicology reports, regulatory documents

Pharmacokinetic reports,

regulatory documents

In vitro assays, databases, patents, 

regulatory documents

Protein 

(P) 

Teratogenic 

process (R)

has binding affinity

has_role: test substance Applied 

dosage 

(A)

has value = A mg test substance/kg BW.d

has route = dietary, oral gavage, etc

Inheres in

Results in

Abnormal 

developmental 

phenotype (D)

Results in

SpeciesPart of

Chemical 

(C)

Systemic 

Dose (Ss)

Data extraction and integration: missing data from bioinformatics databases?

is Trigger for Realisation of 

teratogenic process when

S ≥T 

Target 

Dose (S)

Data Sources 
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Bioinformatics tools can help 
identify the DARTable genome

DARTable gene products might be direct targets of 
exogenous toxicants

•Bioinformatics tools help with MIE hypothesis generation

DARTable gene products might have their abundance 
change in response to a chemical or genetic treatment

•Bioinformatics tools hold expression signatures of direct targets

•Bioinformatics tools can aid optimal cell line selection to measure 
signatures

It is possible to identify all of these features if the 
relevant data is available in the public domain

The Genome

Biomarkers

Molecular initiating 

events
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Challenges

Availability of relevant data sources:

• mostly unstructured

• hard to find

• not public, or

• not yet generated

Survivor Bias

Prediction of the quantitative MIE thresholds in each species is not yet possible

• at the moment they are empirically derived

What are the opportunities to share more data to enable collective problem solving? 
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